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For example to mine Monero with CPU miners, the command would look like this
(Windows machine): nbitmonerod -r 9 -a xmr-stak -o stratum+tcp://moneroxmr.. I
don't have your setup but from the...TV News EVENT DETAILS Thomas Edison:
An American Journey | December 16-18, 2017 | 7:00 PM | Edison's mother was
illiterate, and in a difficult marriage, his father was angry, impulsive, and unable
to provide well for his family. Edison himself was described by a teacher as being
ugly and ugly-minded. At school, he was a crude braggart and a habitual truant;
his truant behavior would lead to his father's imprisonment for debt. At home, his
mother tried to teach him to read, but he could not learn to spell. When he was
ten, his father died, his mother remarried, and Edison was sent away to live with
a sister. He gained little support from her and few friends. Almost penniless,
Edison traveled by stage to Cooper Institute in New York City, where he was soon
apprenticed to a watchmaker named Ira Remsen. Later, he worked as a telegraph
operator while continuing to go to school during the day. In 1873, he attended
night school and graduated from the prestigious Western Union Telegraph
Institute. One of his instructors thought highly of him, wrote that he was "a sharp
mind, [and] has a good deal of showmanship" and "really seems to be in earnest in
his work" -- and the opinion was unanimous. He was promoted to chief of the
Union's telegraph school, which he "inherited" on his father's death. Over the next
few years, Edison led a charmed life. He married a beautiful young woman named
Mary Roberts, who was known as a quiet, cheerful, but unhappy, woman and who
bitterly blamed her husband for their union. He supported his young wife and her
mother by selling patent medicines. Edison already had a special interest in
electricity, and he was encouraged by his friends, who wanted to help him get a
job. General Electric was near bankruptcy and desperately looking for a leader. In
1881, the firm hired Edison, paying only a small salary and promising to be as
liberal as it could be with the founder's child.
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